Appendix A:

LAKE AGASSIZ AREA SERVICE RESUME
Nominee:____Alex R___________________________________________________________
Position Nominated For:____RCM_____________________________________________________
Nominated By:________________________________________________________________________
Seconded By:_________________________________________________________________________
Clean Date:__June 13th 2017___________________________________________________________

Do you have a home group in the Lake Agassiz Area?
Yessss, Monday Night Candlelight
Do you have a working knowledge of the 12 Steps, Traditions, and Concepts?
Yess
Do you have an NA sponsor and do you sponsor NA members?
Yess
Please list all group, area, regional and world service positions you have held, that you consider
relevant to the area to which you have been nominated. Please include the positions served within
the past five years and approximate dates of service for each position.
2014- Friday Night Speaker Meeting GSR, Began as Regional Activities (RAC) Chairperson in Nov.
2015- RAC Chairperson, GSR, Area Activities Chairperson (September?), H&I
2016- Candlelight Chair/Acting GSR, served on RAC/ Regional Convention, H&I
2017- H&I Chairperson, Candlelight Chair/Acting GSR, Workshop/Speaker Coordinator for RAC
Also chaired and served on multiple adhocs throughout these years.
---currently only position held Candlelight Alt/Acting GSR, and am serving on two adhocs, one is to plan
the Chili Feed/GSR assembly and one is to update the UMRNA (region’s) Guidelines.
If you have not completed a term OR have been removed from a service position in the last five
years, please explain.
Area Activities Chairperson--- could no longer meet what was needed
What resources do you believe you can bring to the position to which you were nominated?
I take notes like a boss and always have my reports written and emailed in time(:
What life experiences (e.g. school, work, volunteer, etc.) have you had that you believe will help you
serve in the position to which you were nominated?
Served on the UMRNA for a few years, understanding of their guidelines and processes
Have you reviewed the Guidelines and/or By-Laws in respect to this service position?
Yesssss!
Do you have the time and resources to fulfill this position?
Yes.
Why do you want to serve in this position?
NA doesn’t ask much of us; we go to meetings, get a sponsor, do step work, and get involved in service.
There is nothing in my life that makes me unable to do this, I already go to both ASC and RSC so there is
no reason not to. I love this area, this region, and this program, and I will service it in any way I know
how.
Have you considered how this commitment will impact other commitments and your personal life?
Yes, it’s all good, plus my personal life is pretty boring.

“Everything that occurs in the course of NA service must be motivated by the desire to more
successfully carry the message of recovery to the addict who still suffers.”

